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The animal that adorns Tiger & Woods’ records is not a tiger. It’s a jaguar.
But that’s all the more apt for the Italian duo’s exemplary disco edits. The
tiger is a large, heavy land mammal, the biggest of all cats. The jaguar is
light, limber and fast—just like Tiger & Woods’ beats, which move quickly
and hit hard without overwhelming.

There’s a lot more of the tiger on the band’s two Scoring Clubs EPs, the
first release on their new T&W label (the first EP was originally released
in 2015 by Editainment, but it’s only now seeing a wide release). These
tracks are longer, lower and heavier than anything they’ve done before,
and the star of the show isn’t the rubbery bass of their earlier work but an
exaggeratedly huge bass drum that brings to mind big-room electro
house more than anything as dainty as disco. The productions on 2011’s
epochal Through the Green felt like they were made of balsa wood, forever cracking and splintering. These tracks
feel like they’re made out of granite.

Scoring Clubs Pt. 1 is slightly superior. “The Stopper” is a formidable introduction, nine minutes of spidery disco
guitars over a bass drum that grinds and strains like a bodybuilder at the bench. It’s an archetypal Tiger & Woods
track exaggerated in every possible way. “Fox in the Box” is stranger. If its name and heavy use of African drums
are any indication, it’s a pastiche of Lisbon club music. (Many Lisbon DJs take on the suffix “fox” in their DJ names
as tribute to scene legend DJ Marfox.) Tiger & Woods have never indulged in an experiment this bold before, and it
works, mostly because of the slippery, winding acid bass they threads between the drums. It’s not as funky as most
of the band’s oeuvre, but it’s a promising sign that Tiger & Woods are thinking outside the box.

Scoring Clubs Pt. 2 is worth it mostly because of “No More Talking,” possibly the single best thing Tiger & Woods
have ever made. Instrumentalists like to brag about making their instruments “cry,” and you can do the same thing to
a sample; Tiger & Woods milk the living waterworks out of the poor sample here until it’s dry. Then, four-and-a-half
minutes in, the duo stretches it out a couple bars, letting the disembodied singer sing her full song. It’s the most
joyous moment I’ve heard in a piece of music this year.

“Boca,” by contrast, is maybe the worst thing the duo’s ever done. It takes an eternity to reach any sort of payoff,
and when the giant synths finally come in, they kind of sound like “Blue Monday,” which is disappointing.

The Scoring Clubs series gets three stars, not because it’s bad but because it’s a middling release from a great
artist, and they can certainly do better in the future. Through The Green is arguably the best collection of disco edits
since Black Cock’s definitive run in the late-‘90s, and I suspect Tiger & Woods have another one in them. But this is
a group known for taking its sweet time, and for now, it’s great just to hear these big cats roar back into action.
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